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Worldwide Demonstrations and strikes

• General Strikes and Massive Demonstrations Challenge Neoliberal Reforms in France, Richard Greeman
• Revolutionary Challenges in Tunisia and Egypt: Generations in Conflict, Stuart Schaar
• Wisconsin’s Cheesehead Revolt, Paul Buhle
• Global Governance and Revolution in the 21st Century, Steven Colatrella
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Greater Toronto Workers’ Assembly, Herman Rosenfeld
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More Democracy, Less Poverty, Larry Patriquin

Toward an Independent Working-class Climate Movement, Daniel Randall and Paul Hampton

Starting All Over from Scratch, Sheila Cohen

Book Reviews

• Michael Wreszin, Reading People’s Mail Should Be Fun — Not This Time, rev. of Saul Bellow, Letters, ed. Benjamin Taylor
• Sam Kradel, The Inner Lives of the Conquerors, rev. of Richard Immerman, Empire for Liberty:
A History of America from Benjamin Franklin to Paul Wolfowitz

- Herman Benson, Left Pitted Against Left in “Labor’s Civil Wars,” rev. of Steve Early, *The Civil Wars In U.S. Labor*
- Manfred McDowell, Sky Without Light, rev. of Ngo Van, *In the Crossfire: Adventures of a Vietnamese Revolutionary*
- Laurie Calhoun, Neither Masks Nor Gloves, rev. of Tony Geraghty, *Soldiers of Fortune and Black Ops*
- George Fish, Red Rosa: An Intimate Self-Portrait, rev. of *Letters of Rosa Luxemburg*, eds., Annelies Laschitza, Georg Adler, and Peter Hudis, tr. by George Shriver
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